
Towers 51 

Chapter 51: Fusion of the Perception-type Skills, Omniscient Insight! 

Both big brother Hai and Shouhou raised their weapons as they charged toward Liu Yan. 

The two of them had no care for any morals as they planned to attack Liu Yan together with their full 

strength to finish him off as quickly as possible. 

They were, after all, people who had come out of prison. As such, their attacks were incomparably 

ruthless. Although from what they saw, Liu Yan was quite weak and was easy to bully, they didn’t plan to 

hold back at all. They were prepared to kill just kill him directly. 

Liu Yan looked at the two who were charging toward him and felt quite speechless. He said coldly, “So I 

look like a lackey and seem easy to bully?” 
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As he said that, Liu Yan stood fast, then raised his fist. 

Following this, the A-grade skill, Blazing Tyrant Fist, was activated! Two punches were directly thrown 

out! 

Seeing this, big brother Hai and Shouhou secretly laughed. It was one thing for the kid to be weak, but 

why was he also so stupid? To think he was using his bare fists to take on their blades? 

In an instant, Liu Yan’s two fists collided with their blades respectively. 

They had imagined that Liu Yan’s fists would split apart, but the scene did not appear. Instead, they 

instantly felt the terrifying power that was being transmitted through their blades. 

Although Liu Yan hadn’t used the Strength Enhancement skill to increase his strength, nor did he use the 

Flame Control skill to increase the Blazing Tyrant Fist’s power, just by relying on the A-grade soft blade 

boxing gloves, he could already take on the blades bare-handedly. 

Coupled with his terrifying strength and the Blazing Tyrant Fist’s powerful explosive force, the two 

punches he threw instantly shattered the opponents’ blades. 

Big brother Hai and Shouhou were also pushed back by the residual force, retreating several meters. 

They almost fell from the tremendous force. 

The two looked at the part between their thumbs and index fingers with shock. The part was bleeding. 

With only the residual force that had been transmitted through the blades, Liu Yan had injured them! 

Big brother Hai and Shouhou looked at each other, their eyes filled with shock. 
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Although the weapons they had just used were not anything of high grades, they were F-grade weapons, 

which could be considered decent. But now, to think they had been shattered with just a single punch 

from this guy? What kind of terrifying strength was this?! 



The two of them looked at their numb and bleeding hands again and were so shocked that they were at 

a loss for words. 

“F*ck, this kid was pretending to be weak. He’s an expert. Let’s hurry up and leave, or else we’ll die 

here!” As big brother Hai spoke, he didn’t hesitate at all as he got up and quickly turned around to 

escape. 

They had just exchanged hands, but he already knew that the two of them were no match for that 

seemingly weak young man. 

If they continued to fight, perhaps both of them would die here today. 

Shouhou hurriedly followed, but he wasn’t very worried. He said proudly, “It’s fine, big brother Hai. This 

fellow’s probably only strong in the strength attribute and is a mere melee fighter. He won’t be able to 

catch up to us. When we get far away enough, we’ll go look for the Boss. Then, we’ll come together 

again and gang up on him. So what if he’s strong? When that time comes, we…” 

However, before he could finish his words, Liu Yan, who was not far away, had already taken out his 

Myriad Beast Bow from his interspatial ring. He drew the bow and nocked the arrow, then activated the 

A-grade skill, Frost Control. With that, the two arrows were instantly covered with terrifying frost 

elements. 

The two arrows whistled out, accurately hitting big brother Hai and Shouhou. 

Under the terrifying frost elements, the two were instantly frozen into an ice statue. 

To prevent any bloodstains from attracting the surrounding fierce beasts and thus causing trouble, Liu 

Yan used Frost Control. This way, he could just freeze the two to death without making any bloodstains. 

Murong Xue, who was not far away, was completely stunned when she saw all this. 

Previously, she had heard from some of the Awakened who had come out from the same Tower as Liu 

Yan that Liu Yan was not good at close combat and that his weakest point was close combat. 

In the beginning, Murong Xue had not taken it seriously. After all, Liu Yan was already on par with her in 

close combat. How could his weakest point be close combat? 

However, seeing the scene today, she was immediately shocked. 

He had incomparably exquisite archery skills. It had only taken him less than half a second to take out 

the bow and shoot the arrows. The process was extremely short. 

For him to be able to accurately hit both opponents with his arrows in such a short time, it was quite 

apparent that his archery skills were incomparably amazing. 

In addition, the arrows were actually covered with a terrifying frost element. To think he possessed the 

terrifying elemental power. 

At this moment, Murong Xue believed in the saying that Liu Yan’s weakest point was his close combat 

and that archery was his forte. 



She had thought that she had fought Liu Yan to a standstill previously when she had used her full 

strength. However, she only realized at this moment that not only had Liu Yan not used his full strength, 

it seemed that he had even deliberately held back a lot. He had only relied on his close combat skills and 

his physical body to fight against her. 

Murong Xue refused to admit defeat and hurriedly came to Liu Yan. She said aggressively, “You didn’t 

use all of your strength when you fought with me before? This can’t do, today, you must use all of your 

strength to fight with me. I don’t believe that I can’t beat you!” 

Until now, she still had no inkling about the huge gap between herself and Liu Yan, and still wanted to 

fight him. 

Liu Yan looked at Murong Xue speechlessly. He ignored her and went to the side of the two corpses. 

Then, he used his SSS-grade talent, Divine Extraction. 

[Divine Extraction of the Awakened’s corpse has been successful. Obtained: Emptyhanded (D-grade)!] 

[Divine Extraction of the Awakened’s corpse has been successful. Obtained: Clairaudient (C-grade). The 

skill has been automatically fused with Spirit Vision (B-grade) and Beast’s Sense of Smell (D-grade). 

Obtained: Omniscient Insight (A-grade)!] 

Liu Yan was a little surprised. Although the grades of the skills obtained from these two were not high, 

one of the skills was a perception-type skill and had fused with his other two skills. He quickly checked 

the newly acquired skill. 

[Clairaudient] 

[Grade: C] 

[Description: A passive perception-type skill. Greatly enhances one’s hearing o that one can hear the 

surrounding sounds in detail. Furthermore, one can distinguish the location of the sound and the shape 

of the object making the sound!] 

[Omniscient Insight] 

[Grade: A] 

[Description: a powerful passive perception-type skill. Greatly enhances the user’s vision, smell, and 

hearing. The three senses are in sync, giving the user the ability o perceive everything in the 

surroundings, sense auras, and so on!] 

Seeing the description, Liu Yan was extremely surprised. 

Although it was only an A-grade skill after fusion, it was still a perception-type skill. On top of that, it had 

fused hearing, smell, and vision in synchronization, making the skill even stronger. In fact, it was even 

stronger than an S-grade skill! 

Liu Yan used the skill to perceive the surroundings for a while. He could clearly sense everything in his 

surroundings. 



From Chu Long and Murong Xue’s heartbeats and the sound of their blood flowing through their veins, 

the sounds and shapes of the insects that were tens of meters away, the smell of flowers and blood in 

his surroundings, the smell of metal from the broken blades, to Murong Xue’s tits… 
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The three senses were in sync. After the fusion, his perception had obtained an extremely terrifying 

improvement! 

After trying it out for a while, Liu Yan felt as if he had opened the door to a new world. It was extremely 

magical. 

Following that, he looked at the skill that he had obtained. Although its grade was relatively low at D-

grade, it seemed strange. 

[Emptyhanded] 

[Grade: D] 

[Description: When used on nearby creatures, the user may randomly steal an item from them. 

Normally, it would not be discovered that the user was the one who stole the item.] 
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After reading the description, Liu Yan had a strange look on his face. The skill didn’t have any combat 

power bonus, but was instead a strange-ass skill to steal things? 

Although the items that would be stolen when this skill was used were random, the advantage was that 

its concealing abilities were high. Though, at the moment, Liu Yan couldn’t tell whether this skill was 

good or bad. 

Chapter 52: The Strong Prey On the Weak 

Liu Yan was wondering if the strange new skill was useful or not and was thinking of trying it out to 

understand it when Murong Xue walked over. 

She cursed, “Hey, I’m talking to you, why are you pretending not to hear me? Hurry up and have 

another match with me. See If I don’t beat you to the ground! To think you didn’t use your full strength. 

Do you think you can beat me just because you’re good at archery?” 

Liu Yan glanced at Murong Xue and didn’t say anything. Instead, he directly used the D-grade skill, 

Emptyhanded, on her to test the effect. 
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With that, a ray of light flashed past, and an item suddenly appeared in his hand. Even he didn’t know 

when he had stolen it from Murong Xue. 

He touched the item and found that it felt rather strange. He then stole a glance at it and hurriedly put it 

away. 

At this moment, Murong Xue, who was opposite him, did not notice it at all. 



Liu Yan was sweating profusely. The thing that he had just stolen was none other than Murong Xue’s 

underwear. It was pink and there was even a cartoon image on it. It was very cute. 

Liu Yan had never expected that his first casual attempt at using the Emptyhanded skill had ended up 

with him stealing Murong Xue’s underwear. 
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He looked at her with a strange look and secretly laughed in his heart. Murong Xue looked like a 

goddess, but her underwear was so cute that it did not match her appearance at all. 

Seeing that Liu Yan was still not saying anything, Murong Xue took another step forward. Just as she was 

about to continue to pester Liu Yan to fight with her, she suddenly noticed something strange. Her lower 

body seemed breezy. 

Although Murong Xue was usually carefree, she was still a girl and had yet to experience sex. 

At this moment, when she felt that it was extremely breezy down there, her expression immediately 

became extremely strange. She was puzzled in her heart. When did she lose her underwear? Could it be 

during the battle with the fire-lizard? But it shouldn’t be, or else why hadn’t she noticed it just now? 

Murong Xue was wearing a short skirt, to begin with. Without her underwear, her lower body was 

feeling very breezy, and she felt very uncomfortable. 

Seeing Murong Xue’s strange behavior, Liu Yan immediately knew that she had realized that her 

underwear was gone. He pretended to be unaware of it and said, “Are you sure you want to compete 

now? I don’t mind!” 

Murong Xue, who had been eager to compete just a moment ago, suddenly gave up. 

If they were to compete now, wouldn’t her lower part be exposed with just a casual kick? 
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Murong Xue was instantly annoyed. She had finally managed to get Liu Yan to duel with her, but she had 

to give up because her underwear was suddenly gone. It was really awkward. 

She hurriedly said, “No, it’s alright, it’s getting late anyway. Let’s look for any other opportunity to 

compete next time. I’m going to rest.” 

Murong Xue, who had lost her underwear, immediately became obedient. She walked to a tree and sat 

down with her legs tightly shut, afraid that she would be exposed. 

Seeing this, Liu Yan secretly laughed. He then used the Flame Control skill to melt the ice on the two 

young men’s bodies and searched them. 

However, the result disappointed him. Other than some food and drinks that were useless to him, there 

was nothing else on the two. They did not have any yin and yang cards. 

Liu Yan returned to Murong Xue and Chu Long’s side and said, “I’ve searched, but there are no yin and 

yang cards on them. It seems that the cards should be with the boss that they had mentioned.” 



Chu Long nodded slightly when she heard this, then asked in puzzlement, “What did the two of them 

mean when they said that we were ignorant? They made it sound as if they had a use for the yin cards. 

Don’t they already have yin cards? Why are they still snatching our yin cards?” 

Murong Xue, who was at the side, knew more about the inside story. She explained, “I know about his. 

It’s actually quite useful for them to snatch yin cards, rather, it’s very useful.” 

Liu Yan didn’t know much about this aspect either, so he looked over at Murong Xue and listened 

carefully. 

Noticing that Liu Yan was looking over at her, Murong Xue shut her legs even tighter, afraid that he 

would discover that she didn’t have any underwear on. If that happened, not only would her lower body 

be exposed, but she would also be extremely embarrassed. 

Then, she continued to explain, “There are two main uses for them in obtaining more yin cards. The first 

is naturally to exchange with the Awakened who have extra yang cards. This way, they will be able to 

gather both yin and yang cards. Other than that, there is another use, and that is to use them during the 

class transition. Not only will gathering both yin and yang cards allow them to pass level three of the 

trial, but at the same time, they will also be able to undergo class transition. In reality, if one only has 

the basic set of one yin card and one yang card, one can only choose the most basic class transitions that 

are relatively weak. It’s said that if one wants to choose a strong class, they would need at least three 

sets of yin and yang cards!” 
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Hearing this, Liu Yan and Chu Long finally understood. So there was such a thing. 

In that case, the more yin cards and yang cards one obtained, the better one’s class transition would be 

and the stronger one’s strength could get. 

Liu Yan analyzed their current situation. “The three of us only have four yin cards now. Even if we find 

one yang card, it will only be enough for one of us to complete the class transition. Besides, since we can 

choose better classes during the class transition, we should. Only then will we have the strength to 

continue to the higher levels. We can’t just think about surviving the trial on level three. Instead, we 

must look further ahead.” 

“That’s right,” Murong Xue nodded in agreement, “Each of us will need at least three yang cards and 

three yin cards. As such, we still need to find a lot of the cards.” 

Liu Yan nodded and continued, “If that’s the case, we won’t be the only team that thinks this way. All 

the other teams that are quite strong and have ambition will also think this way. They will want to 

obtain more yin and yang cards so that they can choose a stronger class during their class transition. 

Therefore, in the next few days, apart from guarding against the powerful fierce beasts, we also have to 

guard against any Awakened team that we meet.” 

Hearing this, Chu Long’s face turned a little pale as she said, “I didn’t expect that in level three of the 

Tower’s trial, not only would we have to be enemies with the fierce beasts, but we also have to be 

enemies with the human Awakened. It’s really a world where the strong prey on the weak. If that’s the 



case, those people who had formed the large team previously will definitely fight over the yin and yang 

cards later on. Fortunately, we didn’t join.” 

Liu Yan nodded slightly. 

Among the large team that had been formed, even if everyone in the team had no desire to become 

stronger, nor did they have any ambitions, it was still extremely difficult even if they only wanted to pass 

the trial on level three and continue living. 

The reality was such that it was impossible. There would definitely be people with ambitions. As long as 

there were people with ambitions, there would be fights. If there were fights, the fights might even 

attract a large number of fierce beasts. 

If things went wrong, more than half of the group might die. 

However, this had nothing to do with Liu Yan and the others. They just needed to settle their own 

matters. 

Liu Yan looked at the sky. It was about to get dark. He immediately brought the two women along the 

lake to look for some food. 

As he picked up some food, Liu Yan analyzed, “We can’t make a fire at night since it will attract the fierce 

beasts. So, let’s just eat some dry food. We’ll make a fire during the day to roast these fish and shellfish 

and store them for food later on.” 

Chapter 53: The Habits of the Graveyard Fierce Beasts 

  

Hearing Liu Yan’s analysis, Chu Long nodded slightly. She did not expect him to even think of such 

details. 

Murong Xue, who was at the side, was somewhat disapproving. With a relaxed expression, she said, 

“How many fierce beasts can we attract anyway? Our team is so strong. Even if we attract fierce beasts, 

we can just exterminate them!” 

Liu Yan glanced at her and said, “Sure, then the two of us will rest at night while you don’t have to. You’ll 

be responsible to guard at the side and take care of the fierce beasts that are attracted.” 

“Other than that…” Liu Yan pondered for a moment and said, “I’m afraid that not only will we attract 

fierce beasts, but we’ll also attract the human Awakened. Things like people sneaking in to launch an 

attack, taking advantage of those that are resting at night, just to get the yin and yang cards should 

happen quite easily too…” 

“Then… Forget it,” Murong Xue shook her head. Although she was extremely confident in her strength, 

she also needed to rest. 

Especially when she thought about how human Awakened would also be attracted, she found the whole 

matter even more troublesome. 



The human Awakened might not be as numerous and powerful as those fierce beasts, but the former 

was more intelligent. They had all kinds of underhanded methods that were hard to guard against and 

were simply very much more troublesome. 

Following that, Liu Yan brought Murong Xue and Chu Long to the lakeside. After finding some food, they 

quickly left. 

On a large tree some distance away from the lake, the three of them sat down and rested. 

Liu Yan had scouted this place. It was quite far from the lake, but it wasn’t particularly far. If anything 

happened, they would be able to rush over. It was also at a convenient distance for them to head to the 

lake after daybreak the next day. 

After all, they had only left the lakeside and were avoiding the fierce beasts just so that they could have 

a good night’s rest. 

During the day, they still needed to encounter the fierce beasts to kill them and get the yin and yang 

cards. 

Only when they obtained enough yin and yang cards could the three of them proceed with class 

transition and choose a more powerful class. 

Since the matter was related to their future strength and growth, they couldn’t be careless. 

As for the fresh food that they had found by the lake, they put them away. When the sun rose 

tomorrow, they would start a fire and eat them. At night, they would first eat the dried food that they 

had brought with them. 
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Although dry food wasn’t that delicious, it was convenient and safe. 

After eating, the sky gradually darkened, and night fell. 

Soon, Liu Yan used Omniscient Insight and sensed the aura of fierce beasts passing by. Most of them 

were heading towards the lake, but there were still some wandering around. 

The number of fierce beasts at night somewhat exceeded Liu Yan’s expectations. 

At this moment, Murong Xue and Chu Long also gradually noticed the movements in their surroundings. 

Although they could not sense the presence of all the fierce beasts within a few hundred meters as Liu 

Yan could, they could still sense some of them. 

“Why does it feel like the number of fierce beasts at night isn’t any less? Don’t these fierce beasts rest?” 

Chu Long asked in a low voice, somewhat puzzled. 

Murong Xue also frowned slightly and said, “I walked around during the day and hadn’t seemed to have 

seen many fierce beasts. There weren’t that many.” 

Liu Yan didn’t say anything. Instead, he flipped through his smart wristband and looked at the detailed 

information about the fierce beasts on level three. 



After looking through the information about the fierce beasts one by one and combining it with the 

topography of the yin and yang regions of the Taiji Basin that he had drawn today, Liu Yan quickly had 

his speculations. 

He then whispered to the two girls and analyzed, “I think I know the reason. Do you still remember that 

we obtained the yin cards when we first came in? We are now in the yin region of the Taiji Basin. There 

will be fewer fierce beasts here during the day. Instead, we have more fierce beasts at night. It should 

be related to this. I guess that the fierce beasts in the yin region will basically appear at night. That is 

why we encountered so few fierce beasts during the day. Otherwise, it is impossible for there to be so 

few fierce beasts. Back when we were on levels one and two of the Tower, the fierce beasts that we had 

encountered were much more than the number we have encountered during the day today.” 

“By the same logic, the fierce beasts in the yang region will most likely appear during the day and move 

around less at night. If that’s the case, we’ll have to stay alert throughout the night. It will be difficult for 

us to have a good rest. This resting place is not very suitable. We’ll have to find another suitable shelter. 

If we stay up all night, the three of us will be sleepy and thus not be able to fight well. If that happens, 

our actions tomorrow will be greatly affected.” 

After listening to Liu Yan’s analysis, Chu Long nodded. She felt that it made sense, “That must be the 

case. There are probably a lot of fierce beasts around us. Since that’s the case, we have to hurry and find 

a suitable shelter. Otherwise, if we continue to stay like this, we’ll be very tired and it will be very 

dangerous later.” 

Liu Yan, who had the Omniscient Insight skill, laughed inwardly. The numbers of fierce beasts around 

weren’t just ” a lot”, it could be said to be overwhelming. 

On top of that, from the looks of it, the number of fierce beasts in the surroundings seemed to be 

gradually increasing. 

This time, Murong Xue did not object to Liu Yan’s words. Her face was full of agreement. 

However, there were already quite a number of fierce beasts in the surroundings, making it 

inconvenient for them to leave. They could only observe the situation for now. 

None of them rested. They focused their attention on their surroundings. At the same time, they did not 

dare to make the slightest movement for fear that they would attract the fierce beasts in the 

surroundings. 

From time to time, some fierce beast would pass by under the big tree. At those moments, Liu Yan and 

the other two did not even dare to breathe loudly. 

According to the information about the level three fierce beasts in Liu Yan’s smart wristband, the fierce 

beasts’ strength started at around level 5. They were very powerful, and there were many high-level 

fierce beasts. 

For example, the fire-lizard that Murong Xue had killed today was the most common level 5 fierce beast 

on level three of the Tower. 

Although Murong Xue was very powerful, it still hadn’t been easy for her to deal with the fire lizard. 

Judging from the bloodstains on her body, she had probably gone through a fierce battle. 



That was only a level 5 fierce beast. On level three of the Tower, there was a large number of fierce 

beasts that were above level 5. 

If Liu Yan and the other two were discovered and were ganged up on by the fierce beasts, let alone with 

Murong Xue and Chu Long’s strength, even Liu Yan would find the situation very difficult to deal with. 

If they were to be caught in the battle and were unable to run, it might attract even more fierce beasts, 

which would make the whole matter even more dangerous. 

Liu Yan himself was not afraid. After all, he had Swiftsteps and Helter-skelter, both speed-enhancing 

skills. Coupled with his terrifyingly high agility attribute, he could easily escape. 

However, he could do nothing to help Murong Xue and Chu Long in such a situation. He didn’t have 

enough power to protect them yet. 

The three of them were observing their surroundings when they noticed that a few flames lit up in the 

near distance. It was another Awakened team. 

The Awakened team obviously did not have much experience. When they saw that the sky had 

darkened, they immediately lit a fire. 

When Liu Yan saw this, he immediately said in a low voice, “Shit. How dare those people start a fire? Do 

they not want to live?” 

Murong Xue and Chu Long looked up when they heard this, but at the same time, they noticed that 

several fierce beasts had passed by under the big tree they were in and left. 

The direction of these fierce beasts’ departure was precisely where the flames had been lit! 

Chapter 54: The Dark Forest 

“Not good, those people are in danger!” Chu Long cried out in a low voice, her face full of worry. 

Liu Yan, on the other hand, had a calm expression on his face. He did not seem to care much and said, 

“They’re the ones seeking their doom. Seeing that they’ve already reached level three, how can they not 

understand such a simple principle as not to light a fire and attract fierce beasts at night?” 

Murong Xue also nodded slightly, “The strong prey on the weak. They are weak and yet they still act 

carelessly. They only have themselves to blame for whatever happens.” 

Chu Long knew these principles. However, she had a kind heart and still couldn’t bear to see the other 

Awakened encounter danger while she herself was powerless to do anything. 

However, when she looked at the situation around her and saw that even more fierce beasts were 

charging in the direction of the flames, Chu Long had no choice but to compromise. If she were to lend a 

hand now, not only would she not be able to help the other Awakened, but she might even put herself 

and her teammates in danger. This was something that Chu Long would never do. 

In the quiet forest, waves of miserable screams were soon heard. 

In the direction of the flames, several of Awakened were being attacked by fierce beasts. 



Among the team were some Awakened who were quite strong. However, the fierce beasts that had 

rushed over were not weak either. Moreover, there were a large number of them. Judging from the 

commotion, there were dozens of fierce beasts that had rushed over the first batch, and behind them, 

there were even more. 

The Awakened were generally only at level three or four. How could they be a match for the fierce 

beasts that were at least at level 5? They were completely powerless to resist. 

Soon, the miserable cries gradually quietened and the flames gradually died out. The sounds of gnawing 

could be heard intermittently. 

Clearly, the Awakened had died and entered the stomachs of the fierce beasts. 

Soon after, screams came from all directions. 

The other Awakened teams hadn’t started a fire, nor had they attracted the attention of the 

surrounding fierce beasts, but it was just so that the fierce beasts that had rushed over happened to find 

them when passing by their resting place. 

With that, the groups of fierce beasts besieged the Awakened. 

The Awakened fled in all directions, which in turn caused a bigger commotion and attracted more fierce 

beasts. It even led to more Awakened being discovered. 

For a time, screams came from all directions in the surrounding forest. 

Almost without exception, the entire process from the fierce beasts being attracted to the screams, then 

to the Awakened’s death was very short. In just a few minutes, the Awakened teams were wiped out 

one by one, dying under the siege of the fierce beasts. 

The remaining Awakened teams in the surrounding could only hear the screams go on for a while before 

disappearing. They were all extremely nervous, and the entire forest was filled with a tense and 

dangerous atmosphere. 

On Liu Yan’s side, the three also frowned slightly. 

During the day, they hadn’t encountered many fierce beasts. They had at most encountered a few. 

The other Awakened teams probably needed three people to deal with one fierce beast during the day, 

but since Liu Yan and Murong Xue were stronger, each of them could deal with one fierce beast alone. 

However, they didn’t expect that the fierce beasts they had encountered during the day did not 

represent the true strength of the level three fierce beasts at all. Only at night would it be truly 

dangerous. 

Right now, there were a large number of fierce beasts in the surroundings that were constantly 

wandering around, looking for the Awakened. 

These fierce beasts were quite strong. These beasts were at least at level 5, and there were even some 

elite and even leader beasts among them that were extremely powerful. 



The most troublesome thing about the beasts was their numbers. There were simply too many of them. 

There were even more of them than the beast tide on level one. 

On top of that, as soon as an Awakened team was discovered, a large number of fierce beast groups 

would rush over and attack them until they died. 

Currently, the entire forest was incomparably quiet. However, streams of auras passed by, and the area 

was filled with hidden Awakened as well as large numbers of fierce beast groups. 

From time to time, some Awakened teams would be discovered. Immediately after, there would be a 

burst of activity. The fierce beasts would rush over to kill them, and then it would return to silence. 

This was just like a dark forest. As long as one was discovered, regardless of how strong one was, there 

were bound to be stronger and more fierce beasts. Then, they would just be swiftly killed. 

The Awakened were all extremely terrified at this moment, afraid of being discovered. 

The strength and number of these fierce beasts far exceeded their expectations. The former was simply 

not an existence that they could resist. 

By now, the Awakened finally understood what the principal and the others meant when they said that 

the danger level of the Tower’s level three would be increased sharply. No wonder they had said that it 

was extremely dangerous and insisted on having all the Awakened form teams. 

Three Awakened per team was to ensure that they had the strength to resist the fierce beasts. 

At the same time, they did not advocate forming a large team because even if all the Awakened 

gathered together, they would still not be able to resist the many fierce beasts. 

Instead, if they gathered together, it would be like putting all the eggs in the same caged basket. Once 

they were discovered, they would attract a large number of fierce beasts. At that time, they would have 

no place to escape. 

Now that only three Awakened were on each team, although many had already been discovered and 

killed by the fierce beasts, there were still many more that survived. 

Chu Long and Murong Xue looked at each other. At this moment, they felt extremely fortunate. Thank 

God they had listened to Liu Yan’s words and followed him far away from the lake, and even cautiously 

found such a resting place. 

The three of them were on top of a big tree, and their surroundings were relatively quiet. Fierce beasts 

passed by one after another, but not many stayed. 

Since the three of them kept quiet, they would naturally not attract the attention of the surrounding 

fierce beasts. As such, they were relatively safer. 

Compared to the other Awakened teams, the situation of Liu Yan and his two teammates was 

undoubtedly much better. 

The yin region didn’t seem to be very dangerous during the day. Let alone Liu Yan’s powerful squad, 

even the other Awakened teams didn’t seem to have been in much danger. When they encountered a 



fierce beast that they weren’t able to defeat alone, they could just deal with it together. The whole 

process was creatively easy 

However, the yin region during the night was filled with danger. 
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The Awakened teams that were lucky enough to survive didn’t dare to move recklessly. They didn’t dare 

to stop and rest. They could only nervously stay where they were and be on guard. 

There were a large number of fierce beasts around them, and no one knew where danger was lying in 

wait. 

In the darkness, no Awakened dared to make even the slightest movement. The second they attracted 

the attention of a fierce beast, they would be destined to attract a large number of fierce beasts that 

would surround and attack them. No matter how strong they were, they would not be able to withstand 

it. 

At this moment, Liu Yan was also holding his breath. With Omniscient Insight, he was even clearer than 

the others about the dangers of the many fierce beasts around him. The large tree that he had chosen 

could be considered relatively remote, and the number of fierce beasts that had passed by was 

relatively few, but according to the Omniscient Insight skill, the number of fierce beasts that had passed 

by under the tree in this short period had reached a figure of 30. 

This also meant that there were at least several hundred fierce beasts in the surroundings. 

As long as anyone made any movements, the first thing that would happen would be that there would 

be at least over a hundred powerful fierce beasts charging over, and there would be even more after 

that! 

Even the powerful Liu Yan had a serious expression on his face at this moment. 

Chu Long and Murong Xue were about to speak when Liu Yan covered their mouths 

while wearing a solemn expression. With that, they did not dare to even breathe loudly and were 

extremely nervous. 

Chapter 55: The Ghost-face Jellyfish 

Seeing Liu Yan’s solemn expression, Chu Long and Murong Xue didn’t dare to make a sound. 

At this time, in the vast forest, the dark night had become the protection of the many Awakened. 

Relying on the darkness of the night, they could avoid being discovered by the powerful and numerous 

fierce beasts as long as they didn’t make any movements. 

So long as they did not attract the attention of the fierce beasts and weren’t discovered, they would be 

relatively safe. 

The second they were discovered, their ending would be extremely miserable since they would be 

surrounded and killed by many fierce beasts. 



In the face of the powerful and numerous fierce beasts in their surroundings, no matter how powerful 

one was, one simply wouldn’t have the slightest chance of surviving. 

The entire forest was now pitch-black and incomparably quiet, but there were also many fierce beasts 

hidden within, which meant that there were dangers hiding everywhere. 

At this moment, at the yin lake not far away, a bit of light suddenly appeared in the pitch-black darkness. 

The light wasn’t very bright, but it was extremely eye-catching in the pitch-black darkness. 

The Awakened that were hidden all looked over in confusion. 

Liu Yan and his teammates looked over as well. 

The light was too far that most of the Awakened couldn’t see clearly at all. 

Since Liu Yan’s Omniscient Insight skill included visual enhancement, he could clearly see what the light 

was about at a glance. 

The faint light was being emitted by a bloom of jellyfish. 

According to the information about the level three fierce beasts, Liu Yan recognized them. 

Those were the ghost-face jellyfish. Their levels weren’t very high at level two or three, and they weren’t 

quite strong either. Any Awakened who could enter level three of the Tower could easily deal with 

them. 

At that time, Liu Yan had been wondering why the Tower’s level three would have such weak fierce 

beasts. 

Now, the ghost-faced jellyfish’s appearance was somewhat similar to an ordinary jellyfish, except for its 

ferocious-looking ghost-face. 

At this time, these ghost-face jellyfish were strangely floating in the air. Then, they suddenly scattered 

like dandelions. 

The faint light suddenly burst into dazzling light. 

Like strengthened street lamps, every ghost-face jellyfish illuminated a large area. 

Seeing this, Liu Yan immediately knew that things were bad. 

These ghost-face jellyfish were not very strong, but they shone brightly as such. 

With this, the Awakened who were relying on the darkness to hide in the surroundings had undoubtedly 

lost their protective umbrella, making their circumstances extremely dangerous. 

Soon, the Awakened that was closest to the bloom of jellyfish were discovered. 

The three had been crouching in the bushes where a few fierce beasts were passing by. 

They hadn’t been discovered and were about to leave, but under the bright light, their whereabouts 

were exposed and the fierce beasts immediately charged forward. 



The three Awakened cried out in alarm when they saw this, and they quickly stood up to resist, barely 

holding off the fierce beasts’ attacks. 

But at this moment, the large number of fierce beasts in the surroundings had come over and attacked 

as well. 

In the face of the powerful and numerous fierce beasts, the Awakened team had no way of resisting at 

all. In a short while, they were dead from the besieging of the fierce beasts. 

Seeing this, the Awakened teams that had just gradually calmed down immediately became nervous. 

Their situation hadn’t been very good, to begin with. There were a large number of fierce beasts in the 

surroundings, but they could still hide and manage to survive by relying on the darkness. 

Now, the Awakened could no longer rely on the darkness to hide since the ghost-face jellyfish had 

arrived. 

More and more specks of light were approaching from the direction of the yin lake, which meant there 

were an increasing number of ghost-face jellyfish heading in their direction. 

From time to time, a random ghost-face jellyfish would bloom and release a dazzling light. 

Some Awakened teams were lucky enough to not be shone upon by the light, and they managed to 

escape. 

However, some Awakened teams were not so lucky and were directly hit by the light. The second that 

happened, the surrounding fierce beasts would swarm forward, and not long after, there would cease to 

be any movement in those places. 

Behind them, more ghost-face jellyfish were approaching. Their numbers were so large that they could 

cover the whole area. 

This also meant that the Awakened could not avoid the fierce beasts even if they continued to hide. If 

they continued, they would still be discovered sooner or later. 

As long as they were discovered, they simply didn’t have a chance against the many fierce beasts. 

The Awakened teams that were still in hiding were temporarily safe. However, the second they were 

discovered, they would be surrounded by a large number of fierce beasts. They would not even have the 

chance to escape. 

Awakened teams were now discovered from time to time. They would be killed by the fierce beasts, and 

their screams rang through the night. 

Liu Yan frowned slightly. It was definitely not a good idea to continue hiding now. 

Even if they continued to hide, they would be discovered sooner or later. When that time came, they 

would have to face a large number of fierce beasts. 

The most Liu Yan could do was to escape unscathed. However, it was almost impossible for him to bring 

Murong Xue and Chu Long away with him as well. 



What was worse was that some of the floating ghost-face jellyfish were already heading in his direction. 

Chu Long and Murong Xue also noticed this. Both of them were extremely nervous. 

Even Murong Xue, who was usually overconfident, had a nervous expression on her face at this 

moment. She could defeat the surrounding fierce beasts one-on-one, but there were just too many of 

them that she would have no way to hold off against their attacks all at once. If they were discovered, 

they would definitely die. 

Seeing the ghost-face jellyfish approaching, Liu Yan quickly took out his bow and arrows from his 

interspatial ring. Then, he shot them out one by one. 

He carefully controlled his actions of shooting so that the sound was extremely soft. Thanks to being 

high in the air, they didn’t attract the attention of the surrounding fierce beasts. 

One by one, the jellyfish were shot to death by Liu Yan. 

Seeing this, Liu Yan and his teammates heaved a sigh of relief. They had escaped a disaster. 

However, this was not a long-term plan. There were still a large number of ghost-face jellyfish that were 

shining brightly as ever behind. 

To avoid being exposed to the jellyfish’s light was a try of luck. There was only a minimal chance that 

they could survive if they did so. 

At this moment, the best way was to think of a way to leave. 

Although there was a risk of being discovered by the fierce beasts by leaving now, it was better than 

waiting for the ghost-face jellyfish to come shining on their faces and thus be discovered by a large 

number of fierce beasts. 

However, where to go after leaving was another problem. 

Now, they were in the yin region where the night was full of fierce beasts. There was no safe place at all. 

Only in the yang region would there be a possibility of less fierce beasts at night, making it relatively 

safe. 

But they were very far away from the yang region, so it was impossible for them to head there now. 

“What should we do? We have to leave now, but we can’t be discovered by these fierce beast. The key 

is that we have nowhere to go, and there is no safe place in this region,” Chu Long has also realized how 

troublesome the situation is. She frowned and analyzed the situation in a low voice. 

“If there simply is no other way, let’s head to the yang region. If we encounter the fierce beasts and they 

discover us, we’ll just risk it all!” Murong Xue gritted her teeth and said. 

Liu Yan glanced at Murong Xue in annoyance. She was quite strong, but also a tad too reckless. 

“No, if we follow your method, we’ll die,” He flat-out refused. 

“Then what do you think we should do?” Murong Xue looked at Liu Yan. 



Liu Yan thought for a while and an idea suddenly hit him. His eyes lit up as he said, “Got it!” 

Chapter 56: The Elegant Moon Shadow Bobcat 

Liu Yan looked at the large number of ghost-face jellyfish that were approaching from afar and analyzed 

calmly, “If we continue to stay here, we can temporarily rely on my arrows to kill the small number of 

ghost-face jellyfish that are approaching. But there are still many behind those, and we’ll be discovered 

sooner or later. As such, if we continue to stay here, although it is temporarily safe, it is not a long-term 

solution. On the other hand, if we fight head-on, it will definitely fail because there are simply too many 

fierce beasts around us. We’re largely outnumbered.” 

“So, if we want to settle down, the best way is to find a powerful fierce beast! We will work together 

and kill it as fast as we can. Then, we can seize and occupy its nest! The fierce beasts usually don’t attack 

each other, especially those with powerful auras. Ordinary fierce beasts would not dare to even 

approach them. If we stay in the nest of a powerful fierce beast, we can rely on its remnant aura to 

avoid the other ordinary and weak fierce beasts that are in large numbers. This way, we can have a good 

sleep at night.” 

After listening to Liu Yan’s analysis, Murong Xue and Chu Long’s eyes immediately lit up. 

They knew this point as well. The ordinary and weak fierce beasts didn’t dare to approach the powerful 

fierce beasts at all. 

As long as they found a powerful fierce beast and killed it, they would be able to safely stay in its nest 

and rest until dawn. 

Now, the most important thing was to find a suitable fierce beast to kill. 

This fierce beast had to be strong enough, so strong that other ordinary fierce beasts would not dare to 

approach it. 

But on the other hand, the target could not be too strong either. If the three of them could not quickly 

finish it off even when they worked together, they would be finished if their movements were too loud 

and they attracted the other fierce beasts. 

“Let’s split up and observe to see if there’s a suitable fierce beast!” Murong Xue said decisively. 

Following this, the three of them split up and looked in three different directions. 

However, in this dark night, Murong Xue and Chu Long couldn’t even clearly see the normal fierce 

beasts, let alone find a suitable fierce beast. 

They could only vaguely see the outlines of the fierce beasts, but they couldn’t tell specifically what 

those fierce beasts were. 

Liu Yan, on the other hand, possessed the A-grade perception-type skill Omniscient Insight. With his 

enhanced vision, he could see everything clearly and he carefully searched for a target. 

Not long after, his gaze fell on a creature that had just descended from the distant mountain range. 



It looked like a Persian cat, but its body size was much larger than a normal Persian cat. It was at least 

three to four times the size of a human, making it incomparably huge, just like a magnified version of a 

Persian cat. 

Its fur looked extremely smooth and was emitting a silver color, making it look extremely noble. 

Liu Yan looked at the smart wristband and quickly found the information about this fierce beast. 

[Moon Shadow Bobcat] 

[Level: 15] 

[Potential: A-grade] 

… 

The bobcat was at level 15, and its potential was at the A-grade. As such, its strength was already far 

ahead of the common level 10 fierce beasts with C-grade potential on level three of the Tower. 

At this moment, the moon shadow bobcat was drinking water at the edge of yin lake after coming down 

from the mountain range. 

Its head was lowered slightly as it slowly drank the water. The water ripples did not touch its fur at all. 

As for the large number of ghost-face jellyfish and the various fierce beasts in the surroundings, they 

seemed to have nothing to do with it. As if completely out of the picture, the cat appeared to be 

extremely elegant. 

The moon shadow bobcat’s silver fur reflected the faint moonlight which made it somewhat dazzling, 

thus attracting the attention of many Awakened. 

Liu Yan called out softly to Murong Xue and Chu Long. 

The two girls immediately looked over. When they saw the moon shadow bobcat, they were stunned. 

“What fierce beast is this? It’s so beautiful. This is the first time I’ve seen such a good-looking fierce 

beast!” Murong Xue said with some surprise. 

“It’s the moon shadow bobcat. It’s at level 15 now,” Liu Yan said. 

“Level 15? So high!” Murong Xue said with some surprise. 

The Awakened who were here on level three of the Tower were usually only at level 3 or 4. Even she 

and Liu Yan were only at level 5, albeit relatively strong. 

To think the moon shadow bobcat was at level 15 now. It was 10 levels ahead of them! 

Chu Long was also quite surprised. At the same time, she noticed that there was a large number of 

ghost-face jellyfish not far away from the cat. 

Those ghost-face jellyfish had been flying in all directions, yet not a single jellyfish dared to approach the 

moon shadow bobcat. 



It was apparent that the moon shadow bobcat must be the king around the yin lake, which was why the 

many fierce beasts didn’t dare to approach it. 

“Is this the target?” Murong Xue looked at Liu Yan and asked. 

Although the moon shadow bobcat’s level wasn’t low at level 15, making it higher than her by 10 levels, 

she didn’t seem to be very afraid. 

She wasn’t strong enough to deal with the cat with her strength alone, but if the three of them worked 

together, it shouldn’t be a big problem. 

Liu Yan nodded slightly and was about to arrange a strategy. He planned to have the three of them 

follow the moon shadow bobcat back to its nest. Then, they would attack together and quickly finish it 

off. 

However, at this moment, Liu Yan sensed that the ice and fire two-headed wolf seemed to be restless 

and very eager to come out. 

“Could it be that it wanted to come out and fight together?” Liu Yan thought to himself. 

Usually, the ice and fire two-headed wolf was extremely obedient and acted according to his orders. 

If it had its own thoughts, it usually meant that the creature in question was quite important to it. 

It had been the same the previous few times. Each time it was released, its strength had increased 

greatly after it had eaten the corpse of the fierce beasts it had killed. It had also evolved continuously. 

From the shadow wolf back then, it had evolved twice now and became the ice and fire two-headed 

wolf. 

Although the ice and fire two-headed wolf’s potential was already at the S-grade, which was an even 

higher grade than the moon shadow bobcat’s potential, there was still a big gap between their levels. 

The former was only level 7 at the moment, and it wouldn’t have been a problem for it to fight against a 

level 10 or even level 12 fierce beast, but it would probably be a tough fight against the level 15 moon 

shadow bobcat. 

Liu Yan hesitated for a moment, then decided to release the wolf anyway. They would coordinate and 

fight together. 

In any case, if he released it, he would have one more helper. With one more helping hand, they would 

be able to finish off the moon shadow bobcat faster. 

With that, Liu Yan immediately summoned the ice and fire two-headed wolf. 

The huge ice and fire two-headed wolf, which was as tall as two or three people, instantly appeared 

under the tree. 

Its fur which was half flame-colored and half purplish-blue ice-colored was incomparably dazzling, 

making it somewhat eye-catching in the darkness. 

As for its two heads that were one flame and one frost, they were incomparably intimidating. It caused 

many of the surrounding fierce beasts to instinctively feel some fear and distance themselves a little. 



The Awakened who saw this were even more terrified. The situation was already extremely dangerous, 

and there were already so many fierce beasts around. Now, another powerful fierce beast had suddenly 

appeared. Just how could they survive? 

When Liu Yan saw the reactions of the surrounding fierce beasts to seeing the ice and fire two-headed 

wolf, he was slightly surprised. 

The ice and fire two-headed wolf was only level 7 while the surrounding fierce beasts were all above 

level 10. He didn’t expect that these fierce beasts would be so afraid of the former. Perhaps it was 

because the wolf’s potential grade was far too superior, thus bringing a bloodline suppression effect. 

He suddenly wondered whether there was even a need to kill a powerful fierce beast. Perhaps the few 

of them could be safe and sound just by relying on the powerful bloodline aura of the ice and fire two-

headed wolf. 

Chapter 57: The Ghost-face Jellyfish King 

“What fierce beast is this?!” The minute Chu Long noticed the huge fierce beast that had suddenly 

appeared under the tree, her face was instantly filled with fear. 

Although the ice and fire two-headed wolf’s level was not high, its appearance and aura were 

incomparably fierce, and its body was also huge. 

Murong Xue even rolled up her sleeves, prepared to fight. 

Seeing this, Liu Yan hurriedly pulled her back and said in a low voice, “Don’t be nervous. This is the fierce 

beast that I subdued. I just let it out so that it can deal with the moon shadow bobcat together with us 

later.” 

“This is the fierce beast that you subdued?” Hearing this, Murong Xue looked at Liu Yan with a face full 

of surprise. 

As a member of the Murong Family, Murong Xue knew quite some insider information that ordinary 

people didn’t know. 

For example, subduing a fierce beast was a very good way to raise an Awakened’s fighting strength. 

However, it was extremely difficult to subdue a fierce beast. Not only did one need to be strong, but one 

also needed to have succeeded in class transition. On top of that, it required luck. It was simply 

unaccomplishable just by relying on one’s strength. 

Under normal circumstances, even if one was lucky, the Awakened would have to reach level 10 or 

above to have a chance to subdue a fierce beast, and that was just a slight chance. 

Yet Liu Yan had already subdued a fierce beast in the first two levels? 

Even if this news were to spread, no one would believe it. 

If Murong Xue didn’t know Liu Yan’s strength and she knew that he wouldn’t tell such a lie, she wouldn’t 

have believed it either. 

She looked at him in surprise. Just how much of his abilities was he hiding? 



Chu Long, on the other hand, was not surprised. Back when they had been on level two, she already 

knew that Liu Yan had subdued a fierce beast. It was just that she had not seen it with her own eyes at 

that time. 
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Now that she saw the ice and fire two-headed wolf, she was only slightly surprised. To think he had 

subdued such a powerful fierce beast. 

“In a while, we’ll follow the moon shadow bobcat back to its nest. Then, we will attack together. We 

must finish it as soon as possible to avoid making any noise and attracting other fierce beasts!” Liu Yan 

whispered. 

When Murong Xue and Chu Long heard this, both nodded slightly. 

Liu Yan was just about to commence the plan when the ice and fire two-headed wolf headed straight 

towards the moon shadow bobcat. 

Seeing this, Liu Yan frowned slightly. The feelings that the ice and fire two-headed wolf had conveyed to 

him seemed a little strange… 

At this moment, the moon shadow bobcat also noticed the ice and fire two-headed wolf. It let out a 

strange cry and headed towards the ice and fire two-headed wolf as well. 

Just as Liu Yan and the others thought that the ice and fire two-headed wolf was going to fight the moon 

shadow bobcat, the two fierce beasts got intimate with each other and stuck close to each other. 

Following that, the ice and fire two-headed wolf brought the moon shadow bobcat into the quiet forest 

in the distance. It seemed like they were going to do something r18. 

It was only at this moment that Liu Yan finally understood the intentions that the ice and fire two-

headed wolf had just conveyed to him. No wonder it had said that this was the first time it had met the 

bobcat. So that was what it meant… 

The confused Chu Long had a blank look on her face at this moment. She asked with some doubt, “Big 

brother Liu Yan, why is this moon shadow bobcat following your fierce beast? It doesn’t seem like 

they’re fighting. Could it be that they know each other?” 

Murong Xue, who was at the side, had long understood. Her face was slightly red as she said, “The two 

of them will get to know each other very soon.” 

“Ahem…” Liu Yan’s expression was a little awkward. He did not expect things to develop in such a 

direction. 

However, this way, it was more convenient for them anyway. It would be very easy for them to find the 

moon shadow bobcat’s den based on the direction that it had come from. 

Right now, the moon shadow bobcat and the ice and fire two-headed wolf were busy, so they could just 

go over and take over the former’s den for the time being. They could have a good rest. 



Following this, Liu Yan led the two women down from the tree. They restrained their movements as 

they carefully walked past the moon shadow bobcat and headed towards its den. 

Under the night sky, the three of them were extremely careful, not daring to make a single sound. 

Not far away were many fierce beasts in the surroundings. If they made a single sound and attracted the 

attention of the fierce beasts, the three of them would immediately be surrounded by many fierce 

beasts, and that would be extremely dangerous. 

The three walked carefully along the yin lake for a while. The fierce beasts in the surroundings gradually 

decreased in numbers. 

However, there were still quite many ghost-face jellyfish. Fortunately, the three of them had been very 

careful and did not attract the attention of the ghost-face jellyfish at all. 

Although the ghost-face jellyfish weren’t that strong, they were largely numbered. Especially if they 

were to fight, it would attract the attention of the other fierce beasts which would be even more 

troublesome. As such, Liu Yan and the other two continued to move forward carefully. 

However, they had only taken a few steps when a dazzling light suddenly came from the yin lake beside 

them. 

In the lake, a ghost-face jellyfish the size of two people appeared. 

Its terrifying ghost face made people shudder. 

Most importantly, the ghost-face jellyfish was emitting an extremely dazzling light. The light instantly 

shone on Liu Yan and the other two, and they were immediately discovered. 

With that, the surrounding small jellyfish approached one after another. 

Liu Yan immediately recognized it and said with a face full of fear, “This is the ghost-face jellyfish king. 

It’s at least level 15, and the most important thing is that this is a fierce beast that has a combination of 

the lightning, poison, and water attribute. It’s extremely powerful!” 

Most fierce beasts and human Awakened usually only had one attribute. 

The different attributes would repel each other and could not coexist. 

However, as long as they could coexist, the being would be extremely powerful. 

This was the case for the current Liu Yan. 

He had the A-grade skill Flame Control as well as the A-grade skill Frost Control. When he used both 

attributes together, the attack would be very powerful. 

Now, the ghost-face jellyfish king before them was a three-attribute fierce beast that had a combination 

of three attributes. Its strength was extremely terrifying. 

The strength of the level 15 ghost-face jellyfish king was no weaker than an ordinary level 20 fierce 

beast. 



At this moment, the ghost-face jellyfish king had already set its eyes on Liu Yan and the other two. It let 

out a series of strange and ear-piercing cries that made their hearts turn cold. 

Seeing that they were already exposed and had no way to retreat, Liu Yan and the other two could only 

try to cooperate and battle with it. 

“Murong Xue, you go forward and hold off the ghost-face jellyfish. I will be responsible for the arrow 

output with my bow, and Chu Long, you will be responsible for healing and supporting us. Pay extra 

attention to helping Murong Xue and help her relieve the pressure!” Liu Yan decisively ordered. 

Although this was the first time they were cooperating in a battle, he already had a battle plan in his 

mind. 

Although his close combat ability was not weak, he was even stronger in long-range attacks that relied 

on his bow and arrows. 

As such, it was best to let Murong Xue, who was good at close combat and had excellent physical 

attributes, be in front and act as a tank. 

At the same time, Liu Yan himself would shoot arrows and attack from the back. This was undoubtedly 

the most suitable way for them to fight. 

Although Murong Xue was only level 5, she had the S-grade talent Berserk Stance, and her body’s 

attributes were over the roof. With the help of Chu Long’s S-rank talent Holy Healing, she should be able 

to hold off the level 15 ghost-face jellyfish king. 

What Liu Yan needed to do was to shoot his arrows as fast as possible and defeat the ghost-face jellyfish 

king as soon as possible. The longer they dragged this out, the more fierce beasts they would attract, 

which would be even more disadvantageous to them. 

“Alright!” Murong Xue heard Liu Yan’s order and responded. Then, she rushed forward without any fear. 

“Tyrant Body second layer!” Murong Xue stomped on the ground, and a terrifying aura burst out from 

her body. With that, her physical body received a terrifying boost. 

Facing the ghost-face jellyfish king, Murong Xue didn’t dare to let her guard down. She directly activated 

the second layer of the Tyrant Body. 

Chapter 58: Team Cooperation in Combat 

Beside yin lake, Liu Yan and the other two were serious as they waited to face the ghost-face jellyfish 

king. 

Fortunately, there were fewer little ghost-face jellyfish and other fierce beasts around. As long as they 

killed the ghost-face jellyfish king and left quickly, they should be relatively safe and wouldn’t be 

besieged by the other fierce beasts. 

The hiding Awakened in the near surroundings were also paying attention to the scene. 

Seeing Liu Yan and the other two being locked on by the ghost-face jellyfish king, the Awakened were 

extremely surprised. They immediately felt that the small team was dead for sure. However, they did 



not dare to make a sound, afraid of attracting the attention of the ghost-face jellyfish and the 

surrounding fierce beasts. 

On the other side, Liu Yan took the initiative to activate his B-grade skill, Fog. 

With that, a thick fog immediately rose in the surroundings, engulfing the three as well as the ghost-face 

jellyfish king. 

Instantly, a debuff was added to the ghost-face jellyfish king due to the fog, and it instantly slowed 

down, becoming extremely slow. 

The skill Fog had many debuff effects, such as delay, poison, and others. 

At the same time, Fog could also obscure the opponent’s line of sight. Not only could it affect the 

movements of the ghost-face jellyfish and the ghost-face jellyfish king, but it could also obscure the 

battle, preventing other fierce beasts from noticing. 

Under the night sky, combined with the skill of Fog, their presence was extremely difficult to discover. 

When Chu Long and Murong Xue saw the skill Fog and noticed that the opposing ghost-face jellyfish had 

been greatly affected by the fog, they were instantly shocked. They never thought that Liu Yan had such 

a powerful field control skill! 

By now, Liu Yan had already taken out his Myriad Beast Bow and nocked the arrow. 

At the same time, he activated the A-rank skill, Frost Control, and covered the bow and arrow with frost 

elements. 

In reality, the damage of Flame Control, which would cover the arrow with fire elements might be more 

powerful, but unfortunately, the fire elements were too dazzling. 

At this moment, there were a large number of fierce beasts not far away. Liu Yan did not dare to attract 

their attention. 

He shot out a few arrows consecutively. 

The small number of ghost-face jellyfish were all instantly killed. 

The remaining few arrows flew towards the ghost-face jellyfish king and struck it head-on. 

Instantly, the ghost-face jellyfish king’s entire body was covered with frost elements. With that, the 

ghost-face jellyfish king that was already suffering a delay debuff due to Fog slowed down even more. 

However, it was the ghost-face jellyfish king after all. The few arrows that were covered with frost 

elements did not cause much damage to it. 

Seeing this, Murong Xue was a little speechless. 

They had originally agreed that she would be the tank to hold off the ghost-face jellyfish king. 

But now, with the combination of Fog and the frost elements, the ghost-face jellyfish king’s movements 

were extremely slow, causing it to not even have gotten close to them. 



Having already activated the second layer of the Tyrant Body in preparation for the battle, Murong Xue 

simply waited leisurely. The ghost-face jellyfish king was still a few meters away from her. 

On the other side, Liu Yan was not in a hurry. He activated his skill, Strength Enhancement, and his 

physical strength instantly received a threefold increase. 

With that, his already exaggerated strength attribute instantly rose to the max. 

He once again drew his bow, drawing it into a full moon shape. 

Following that, he activated Frost Control to cover the arrows with the frost element, then activated his 

B-grade skill, Poison Control, to cover the arrows with poison as well. 

Consecutive arrows! 

With that, he shot multiple arrows out consecutively, all hitting the ghost-face jellyfish king. 

Each arrow hit almost the same spot on the jellyfish. The first two arrows might not have caused much 

damage, but after consecutive shots, the arrows that followed easily pierced through the wounds made 

by the arrows in front, causing quite a bit of damage. 

The frost element and poison element spread. 

After a few arrows, the ghost-face jellyfish king was heavily injured. 

Following that, the ghost-face jellyfish king’s body flashed with lightning before it shot out a few bolts of 

lightning that accurately headed towards Liu Yan and the other two. 

Seeing this, Liu Yan was very surprised. 

The ghost-face jellyfish king was a three-attribute fierce beast, and one of the three attributes was the 

lightning attribute. Liu Yan had long guessed that it could use lightning attribute skills. 

That being said, the ghost-face jellyfish king was in the midst of his Fog at this moment. Logically, it 

should not be able to see its targets clearly, yet it could still aim accurately. It seemed that the Fog 

hadn’t affected it too much. 

However, this was not the time to think about it. Liu Yan activated his B-grade skill, Swiftsteps, and his 

speed instantly received a terrifying increase. In just a few steps, he easily dodged the lightning. 

At the same time, the huge ghost-face jellyfish king split into three. 

Immediately after, lightning flashed again, and three lightning bolts respectively headed towards the 

three once more. The attacks were still incomparably accurate as if they had a tracking effect. 

Liu Yan’s agility attribute was extremely high, to begin with. Using Swiftsteps, his speed had increased by 

several times, so his speed was now extremely terrifying. 

He easily dodged in a few steps, pulling Chu Long along with him to dodge as well. 

As for Murong Xue, who was far away, he wasn’t worried at all. 



Murong Xue didn’t have the slightest intention of dodging the lightning that was shooting at her. She 

just took it head-on. 

With the activation of the second layer of the Tyrant Body, Murong Xue’s physical fitness had received a 

terrifying increase. The lightning bolt hit her but did not cause much damage. 

Liu Yan looked at Murong Xue in surprise. Her physical fitness was really good. To think she was still fine 

even after taking the level 15 ghost-face jellyfish king’s attack head-on. 

However, at this moment, the ghost-face jellyfish king that was not far away once again split into nine 

from three. 

Seeing this, Liu Yan immediately understood that they could not drag this on any longer. 

If they allowed the ghost-faced jellyfish king to split again and release multiple bolts of lightning, even 

though he could dodge easily with his terrifying speed, Murong Xue and Chu Long would be in trouble. 

Liu Yan could only help one of them at most and would have the heart but no strength to help the other. 

Although Murong Xue seemed fine after receiving the first shot of lightning, she probably wouldn’t be 

able to withstand a few more. 

Liu Yan hurriedly continued to shoot arrows. With Rapid Shot, he shot out a few more arrows that were 

also covered with frost and poison elements. 

They hit the ghost-face jellyfish king’s many clones. 

Having already been severely injured by Liu Yan, after these few arrows, the ghost-face jellyfish king’s 

injuries aggravated. Its skill unleashing was also interrupted 

“Now, destroy them!” Liu Yan shouted. 

As he spoke, he shot out a few more arrows consecutively. 

Murong Xue reacted immediately and rushed up to the nearest ghost-faced jellyfish king. Under the 

second layer of the Tyrant Body, she threw out a few powerful punches. 

With that, the ghost-faced jellyfish king’s clone that had already been heavily injured was instantly taken 

care of. It fell to the ground. 

By the time Murong Xue looked at the rest of the ghost-faced jellyfish king’s clones, they had already 

been dealt with by Liu Yan. 

Each of Liu Yan’s arrows was extremely powerful. At the same time, his speed of shooting was extremely 

fast, so his attack speed was much faster than Murong Xue’s. 

The nine clones of the ghost-face jellyfish king were thus all dealt with. With a flash of light, they 

condensed into the huge corpse of the ghost-faced jellyfish king that fell to the ground. 

Not far away, Chu long heaved a sigh of relief. She quickly went up to Murong Xue and used her S-grade 

skill, Holy Healing. A milky-white light enveloped Murong Xue, and the minor injuries she had sustained 

during the battle were instantly healed. 



Murong Xue looked at the corpse of the ghost-faced jellyfish king on the ground and was suddenly a 

little unhappy. She hadn’t participated much in the entire battle, and it had ended just like that? 

Chapter 59: Three A-grade Skills 

Liu Yan came before the corpse of the ghost-face jellyfish king. 

At this moment, the ghost-face jellyfish king’s clones had all fused back into one, and it was lying dead 

on the ground, the corpse’s huge and terrifying ghost-face looking incomparably ferocious. 

When Liu Yan saw the ghost-faced jellyfish king’s body though, he did not feel the slightest fear. Instead, 

he felt joy. 

This was a fierce beast with S-grade potential that had already reached level 15. 

It was at a level higher than any fierce beast that he had encountered before. 

The higher the level of the fierce beast, the more and the better the items he could obtain from its body. 

What would the level 15 ghost-faced jellyfish king’s corpse bring him? 

Out of curiosity, Liu Yan hurriedly used Divine Extraction on the ghost-faced jellyfish king. 

With that, green light enveloped the ghost-faced jellyfish king’s body, and a notification appeared 

before Liu Yan’s eyes. 

[The Divine Extraction of the ghost-faced jellyfish king’s corpse (potential S-level, level 15) has been 

successful. Obtained: Agility +58, Spirit +72, Adaptability +61, Split (A-grade), Track (A-grade) , 

Electrification (A-grade)!] 

As the notification sounded, Liu Yan felt a numbness pass through his body. Then, his body underwent a 

significant change. 

His originally light body became even much lighter, a feeling brought by the increase in Agility. 

Other than that, his mind was much clearer, which should be the change brought by the increase in 

Spirit. 

Looking at the high attribute points, Liu Yan could not help but feel satisfied. 

As expected of the ghost-face jellyfish king. To think it gave him so many attribute points after he used 

Divine Extraction on it. 

If it were an ordinary Awakened, no matter how good their talent was, they wouldn’t have been able to 

increase their attributes by so much without training hard for a few months. 

They would have to go through countless hours of hard training and countless battles to obtain these 

attribute points. 

In contrast, Liu Yan could obtain a large number of attribute points in the blink of an eye just by using 

Divine Extraction on the ghost-face jellyfish king’s body. 

The power of his SSS-grade talent, Divine Extraction, was gradually being displayed. 



The further he progressed, the more terrifying this talent would be. 

After all, there was a limit to how much an ordinary Awakened could advance. They had to break 

through the limit to advance. 

As for Liu Yan, thanks to his SSS-grade talent, Divine Extraction, he had no limits at all. 

As long as he had enough corpses of both the Awakened and the fierce beasts, he would be able to 

increase his strength rapidly! 

To Liu Yan’s surprise, the Divine Extraction this time had not only brought him a large number of 

attribute points, but three skills in one go as well. All three skills were even powerful A-grade skills. This 

was simply an unprecedented great harvest! 

Just as he was about to see how powerful these three A-grade skills were, Murong Xue walked over with 

a face full of anger. 

“I had only started fighting. Why did the battle end just like that?” Murong Xue questioned. 

Hearing this, Liu Yan looked at Murong Xue with a speechless expression. 

The other Awakened would die to have someone else make a move in their stead to take care of the 

fierce beasts. 

Murong Xue, on the other hand, was unhappy that if someone else helped her get rid of the fierce 

beasts, she wouldn’t have any opponents. 

“I don’t have time to argue with you. There are a large number of little ghost-face jellyfish rushing over. 

Once they discover us, the large number of fierce beasts in the surroundings will too. When that 

happens, we will be in danger,” Liu Yan said calmly. 

Through his A-grade perception-type skill Omniscient Insight, Liu Yan could sense that quite several little 

ghost-face jellyfish were already rushing over to the perimeter of Fog. 

A few little ghost-face jellyfish that were relatively closer were just outside the perimeter of Fog. 

If it weren’t for the fog blocking their vision, they would have already shone a light on Liu Yan and the 

others. 

The little ghost-face jellyfish weren’t strong at all, so the three didn’t think much of them at all. 

However, if they were caught by those jellyfish and had lights shone on them, it would attract a large 

number of fierce beasts, which would put them in danger. 

Murong Xue was about to continue arguing when she heard Liu Yan’s words, making her instantly 

nervous. 

Even though she was belligerent, she was still aware of the situation. 

If she were faced with a large number of fierce beasts like they had seen just now, no matter how brave 

she was, she would not dare to fight them. After all, it was difficult to fight a hundred fierce beasts with 

only two fists! 



Chu Long, who was not far away, came forward and said in a low voice, “Let’s quickly leave this place.” 

“Follow me,” Liu Yan nodded slightly and left with the two girls. 

The two girls’ vision was affected by the Fog. They could not see the situation outside and could not 

even tell directions. 

Liu Yan, on the other hand, was the opposite. In the Fog, his perception was even stronger. 

He relied on the concealment effect of the Fog and brought the two girls up the mountainside, far away 

from the little ghost-face jellyfish. 

After the three left, the Fog dispersed, revealing the situation there. 

On the empty land, there was only the body of the ghost-faced jellyfish king. 

Seeing this, the Awakened that were not far away were instantly shocked! 

They had seen where the ghost-faced jellyfish king had been just now and had been extremely fearful. 

Just a little ghost-face jellyfish was already extremely troublesome for them. If they fought the jellyfish, 

it would easily cause a commotion and attract the fierce beasts. If they didn’t, the jellyfish would emit a 

light that would illuminate their location, attracting a large number of fierce beasts in the surrounding 

area. 

Once they were discovered by the many fierce beasts around, no matter how strong they were, they 

wouldn’t be a match for the fierce beasts. 

The Awakened were all bewildered and shocked. 

Just a moment ago, a wave of inexplicable fog had appeared and blocked their vision. 

By the time the fog disappeared, the ghost-faced jellyfish king was already dead? 

In such a short time, just how did those people manage to kill the ghost-faced jellyfish king so quickly 

without making a commotion? 

The Awakened were all puzzled, but could not go forward to investigate. 

The many small ghost-face jellyfish in the surroundings were enough to keep them busy. 

On the other side, Liu Yan and the other two left the vicinity of the yin lake and came to the 

mountainside. Following the aura, they finally found the moon shadow bobcat’s den. 

It was a cave in the middle of a rock in the air. The three climbed into it. 

Inside the cave, there were some hairs that had fallen from the moon shadow bobcat, and the aura of 

the beast was also spread all over the place. 

The aura of such a strong fierce beast made the surrounding fierce beasts not dare to come close. They 

kept a distance from the den. 

This cave was undoubtedly extremely safe. 



However, there was also a problem. The cave was just too small. 

It was just a cave in the middle of a rock, after all. Looking at its size, it didn’t even look like it was big 

enough for the moon shadow bobcat to live in. No one knew how it had curled up inside. 

The total area was only the size of a bed, which was really quite small. 

“What should we do? This cave is so small. Are all three of us going to sleep here?” Chu Long looked at 

Liu Yan with a slightly red face and asked. 

Liu Yan looked at the place and nodded helplessly, “It seems that this is the only way.” 

Murong Xue did not seem to care at all. She walked straight in and said without a care, “What are the 

two of you waiting for? We’ve been busy all day and we’re already tired. It’s already so late. Hurry up 

and sleep!” 

As she said that, she directly laid down inside and prepared to sleep. 

Chapter 60: Combat Power Doubled 

Liu Yan was a little surprised to see Murong Xue so nonchalant. The lady really didn’t see him as an 

outsider. 

Since Murong Xue didn’t think much of it, Liu Yan naturally didn’t either, so he followed her in. 

Chu Long gritted her teeth. She was thinking that she and Liu Yan were childhood playmates, after all, so 

he wasn’t an outsider. With that, she followed him in as well. 

Because Murong Xue was the first to enter, and Liu Yan followed behind, after the three of them 

entered the cave, Liu Yan was in the middle while the two women lay on both sides of Liu Yan. 

In the narrow cave, it was difficult to move or even turn over, let alone change positions. 

The three of them could only squeeze together in the narrow cave to barely fit. 

The two girls were tightly pressed against Liu Yan’s body. 

Liu Yan immediately felt his arms being pressed against by softness, and he was a little surprised. 

He knew very well about Murong Xue’s size. After all, he had seen “everything” before. She had been a 

body cultivator since she was young, and her figure was very good, to begin with. Her chest size was 

extremely exaggerated. 

What made Liu Yan surprised was that although Chu Long looked like the little girl next door who had 

not yet grown up, her chest size was not small either… 

As if she noticed Liu Yan’s expression, Chu Long’s face immediately flushed as she said, “What are you 

thinking about? Don’t think about it!” 

“Yes, yes,” Liu Yan answered perfunctorily. He glanced at Murong Xue who was beside him and noticed 

that her eyes were already closed, about to fall asleep. 

This woman was really calm! 



Seeing that Murong Xue did not care about this at all, Liu Yan, a man, would not be at a disadvantage 

anyway, so he was even more indifferent. He said to Chu Long indifferently, “Alright, it’s getting late. 

Hurry up and go to sleep.” 

At this moment, Chu Long was a little worried, “Are you sure that the fierce beasts in the surroundings 

won’t come over? Also, will the moon shadow bobcat come back? If a fierce beast comes, it will be very 

dangerous for us to be stuck in this cave.” 

Liu Yan only smiled relaxedly as he said, “Don’t worry. This cave is filled with the moon shadow bobcat’s 

aura. The moon shadow bobcat is much stronger than the other fierce beasts, and its bloodline is much 

nobler too. Those fierce beasts won’t dare to come over at all. As for whether the moon shadow bobcat 

will return, you don’t have to worry about it. It will be very busy tonight.” 

Saying up to this point, Liu Yan’s lips curled up into a strange smile. 

Just now, he had sensed the thoughts that the ice and fire two-headed wolf had conveyed to him. The 

general meaning was to tell Liu Yan that it would be ‘fighting’ three hundred rounds with the moon 

shadow bobcat tonight and would not be returning. 
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Seeing the strange smile on Liu Yan’s lips, Chu Long immediately thought of what Liu Yan’s fierce beast 

was doing with the moon shadow bobcat and she blushed. 

“Alright, you should go to sleep now,” Liu Yan comforted her again, “We’ll take turns to keep watch. If a 

fierce beast comes, we’ll just leave in advance. There won’t be any danger. I’ll keep watch first. Then I’ll 

wake Murong Xue to keep watch. Finally, you’ll keep watch.” 

When Chu Long heard this, she was finally relieved. She nodded and agreed. Then, she buried her little 

face into Liu Yan’s shoulder nervously and carefully fell asleep. 

It seemed that due to her nervousness just now, her nerves had been taut. Now that she had finally 

relaxed, it did not take long for Chu Long to fall asleep. 

The faint sound of breathing could be heard, and Chu Long had already fallen into a deep sleep. 

Liu Yan glanced at Chu Long, and a fragrant smell assailed his nostrils. Looking at her beautiful face, he 

could not help but feel the urge to do something. 

Suppressing the impulse in his heart, Liu Yan hurriedly checked the three powerful A-grade skills that he 

had just obtained. 

[Split] 

[Grade: A] 

[Effect: The attacks may be split into five. The power of the attack will be 100% retained after splitting!] 

[Track] 

[Grade: A] 



[Effect: The attacks will have a tracking effect. Current tracking time: 1 minute!] 

[Electrocution] 

[Grade: A] 

[Effect: The user will be able to gather and materialize the surrounding lightning elements and unleash 

powerful lightning attacks!] 

Seeing the introduction of the three A-grade skills, Liu Yan was instantly filled with joy. 

As expected of the A-grade skills, they were just powerful. 

Although the introductions of the three skills were very simple, they were undoubtedly extremely 

powerful. 

Firstly, the skill Split. It allowed him to split an attack, and 100% of the attack’s power would be retained 

after the split. 

With this, Liu Yan’s originally single-target attack methods could attack five targets at once, without a 

reduction in power at all. 

When used on his bow, he could shoot five arrows at once with the same power. 

It was a rare and powerful AOE skill. 

Even when facing a single target, it was also handy. 

After all, the split attack could also attack a single target! 

As such, the skill Split had increased Liu Yan’s attacking abilities by five times in an instant. 

Coupled with Liu Yan’s already incomparably powerful offensive abilities, the amplification effect 

brought about by Split would make him simply terrifying! 

Now that he had Split, if he were to meet a ghost-face jellyfish king again, he felt that he could use it to 

finish off the beast with two to three shots at his full strength. 

After all, with the usage of Split, his two to three arrows would be equivalent to more than a dozen 

arrows! 

This was only considering the current power of Split, which might grow in the future. Looking at the 

introduction, it was even possible that the split attack would receive additional bonuses in the future, 

which would make them even stronger! 

The second skill, Track. 

The bonus effect the skill added to attacks was not that terrifying, but it was an extremely powerful 

supporting skill, which could help Liu Yan’s attacks hit the target. 

After all, no matter how powerful the attacks were, they still had to hit the target to be effective. 

All skills could be enhanced with Track, including his arrows. 



Currently, one minute of tracking time was enough for him to hit almost all targets. This meant that in 

the future, Liu Yan’s attacks would have a near-perfect hit rate, and it was almost impossible for his 

opponents to dodge. 

If he used Track with Split, his attacks would undoubtedly be extremely terrifying. 

First, he could split his attack into many, which would all be incomparably powerful. Then, he could use 

Track to ensure that the attacks hit the target. It would be a complete and terrifying set of attack 

methods! 

As for the final A-grade skill, Electrification, it was an attribute-type skill, particularly the lightning 

attribute. 

Liu Yan already had the fire attribute skill Flame Control, the frost attribute skill Frost Control, and the 

wind attribute skill Wind Control. 
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With the newly acquired Electrification, he was now able to control four attributes at once, making his 

attack methods extremely diverse! 

If he combined the four attribute-type attacks to a certain extent, they would be able to unleash 

terrifying power. 

As for these four attribute-type skills, other than Wind Control being a C-grade skill, the other three 

were all A-grade skills, all extremely powerful. 

Liu Yan believed that Electrification would definitely be incomparably powerful, but the specifics could 

only be found out later after he tested it out. 

Without a doubt, these three newly obtained A-grade skills had given Liu Yan a huge increase in 

strength, even doubling his current combat strength. 

After looking through the three newly obtained skills, Liu Yan was incomparably satisfied. He withdrew 

his mind and suddenly felt a strange sensation in the lower part of his body. He turned his head to look, 

only to see that Murong Xue’s hand had reached to grab him out of nowhere. 

 


